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State of Missouri Files Suit Against State of New York for
Election Interference

Attorney General Andrew Bailey/X
Andrew Bailey

The state of Missouri has filed suit against
the state of New York for its prosecution of
former President Donald Trump, and is
asking the U.S. Supreme Court to declare
that New York’s actions unlawfully interfere
with the presidential election. Missouri
Attorney General Andrew Bailey said New
York was waging war on “American
Democracy,” stating on X:

�BREAKING: I have filed suit against
the State of New York for hijacking the
presidential election by illegally
scheming to jail their presidential
opponent, President Trump. New York
is waging war on American Democracy
— and Missouri will not let it stand.

Bailey alleges that New York’s prosecution of Trump is election interference and disrupts Missourians’
ability to cast a well-informed vote in the presidential election:

New York’s illicit prosecution, gag order, and sentencing of President Trump has
undermined his ability to campaign. This overt meddling in a presidential election sabotages
Missourians’ ability to cast a well-informed vote mere months before the election.

The lawsuit also asks SCOTUS to invoke Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution, with Bailey stating on
X, “The Supreme Court must invoke its original jurisdiction under Article III, Section II of the
Constitution to settle this once and for all.”

Bailey asked the Court to remove New York’s gag orders against Trump, and reschedule sentencing to
after the election:

I am asking the Supreme Court to declare that New York’s actions unlawfully interfere with
the presidential election, to remove any gag orders against President Trump, and to halt the
impending sentencing until after the presidential election.

https://ago.mo.gov/wp-content/uploads/Missouri-v.-NY.pdf
https://ago.mo.gov/wp-content/uploads/Missouri-v.-NY.pdf
https://x.com/AGAndrewBailey/status/1808523520332226716
https://x.com/AGAndrewBailey/status/1808523557229502802
https://jbs.org/constitution/#Section_2-3
https://x.com/AGAndrewBailey/status/1808523761878004133
https://x.com/AGAndrewBailey/status/1808523761878004133
https://x.com/AGAndrewBailey/status/1808523580776305005
https://x.com/AGAndrewBailey/status/1808523580776305005
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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